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ANALYSIS ON CREDIT RATING 

 
A. Introduction  
 
1. The following briefly summarizes the key issues which have been informally discussed 
with the credit rating agencies, supported by a credit rating advisor. The ASEAN Infrastructure 
Fund (AIF) will apply for rating before the bond/hybrid issuance. The rating process should start 
at an appropriate time prior to the bond issuance in 2014, linked to review every 3 years. In 
addition, the AIF will have a comprehensive review of all aspects of its operations to ensure, 
among others, a maximum credit rating. Given the proposed funding structure, the AIF will begin 
issuing long-term debt from 2016 with a moving 5-year average funding plan of about $300 
million to be raised to an average of $500 million from 2021. 
 
B. Key Objectives 
 
2. Purpose. With an objective of promoting infrastructure development in the Southeast 
Asian nations, the AIF will channel the financial resources available in the region for 
infrastructure development within the region. 
 
3. Investment activities. Lending in infrastructure projects on the back of sovereign 
guarantees from ASEAN governments. Target sectors will be the one with largest investment 
requirements such as energy and power generation, followed by transport, water, and 
communications. 
 
4. Fund size. Initial fund size to be about $650 million, funded through equity and hybrid 
capital.  
 
C. Status of credit rating 
  
5. Table 1 lists the current long-term foreign currency sovereign ratings of the ASEAN 
members and ADB. The ratings are subject to regular revisions.  
 

Table 1: Sovereign Credit Ratings 

Country Moody’s Standard 
and Poor’s 

Fitch 

Brunei NR NR NR 
Cambodia B2 NR NR 
Indonesia Ba1 BB+ BB+ 
Lao PDR NR NR NR 
Malaysia A3 A- A- 
Philippines Ba2 BB BB+ 
Singapore Aaa AAA AAA 
Thailand Baa1 BBB+ BBB 
Viet Nam B1 BB- B+ 

Asian Development Bank Aaa AAA AAA 

Source: Bloomberg (1 August 2011). 



 
D. Legal Structure of the AIF 
 
6. Legal structuring plan 

o A corporate structure is appropriate for the AIF; other entities such as 
partnerships and trusts are not considered ideal for various reasons. 

o The AIF is proposed to be incorporated in Malaysia. 
 

7. Legal framework  

o The AIF will be incorporated as a limited liability company in Malaysia. It will 
comply with all corporate formalities required by its domicile. As a company 
formed under the laws of Malaysia, the AIF will be subject to the rules and 
regulations defined by that jurisdiction. 

o There is a premium on transparency and clarity of the applicable regulatory 
framework, such that the rights and obligations of the AIF and all relevant 
stakeholders are clear. 

o Easy access to information about the regulatory process, efficiency of the 
regulators, and availability of quality advisers and related service providers are 
also important. 

 
8. Impact on credit 

o The AIF is to lend, and issue bonds at a later stage (about 2016) to finance 
additional loans. The AIF will undertake issuer rating from major international 
rating agencies and create awareness of the AIF amongst investors at an early 
stage. 

o Accordingly, the extent and type of regulations that may be imposed on the 
extension of credit and access to the capital markets will have to be carefully 
considered. 

 
9. Tax impact. The Government of Malaysia has agreed to consider providing the required 
tax exemptions in Malaysia.  
 
E. Key Issues for Credit Rating  

10. Strong shareholder support 

o Value will be placed on ASEAN as a cohesive group and its members’ support to 
the AIF in terms of (a) strong capitalization and ongoing capital contribution as 
well as willingness to hold investment for long term strategic purpose, (b) 
irrevocable sovereign guarantee to loans, and (c) central banks investments 
(along with private sector participation) in the AIF issued debt.  

o ADB as a shareholder with its proven track record will be an important 
determining factor. 

 
11. Robustness of systems, policies and procedures 



(i) Due to a lack of track record, rating agencies will be highly focused on the 
operating policy, systems, and procedure including project selection criteria and 
concentration in ASEAN countries and infrastructure sectors. 

(ii) Agencies will evaluate the sustainability of the financial intermediation process 
and will also assess feasibility of the organizational plan and strategy with 
policies and procedure in place. 

 
12. Strength of the financial and risk management architecture 

o Agencies recognize the low franchise value and concentration risk for a start-up 
company. 

o Fully developed risk management capabilities and financial policies and 
structures will be an important component. This will be fully addressed assuming 
the AIF board approves ADB as the administrator for the AIF. 

o Cofinancing with ADB loans with ADB being the lender of record will provide a 
cross-default feature to the AIF loans. ADB’s historical experience on borrower 
default has been benign. 

o Strong focus on qualitative aspects such as corporate governance, control and 
risk management, liquidity and market risk appetite. Given ADB is proposed to 
administer the AIF, all governance and risk management principles and practices 
as applied by ADB will be followed for the AIF. 

o Close scrutiny likely to be put on underwriting quality due to new and untested 
policies and procedures. Due diligence will be as applied by ADB for its lending 
operations.  

 
13. Capital and liquidity ample enough to withstand unexpected scenarios 

o A higher rating would require capital and liquidity ratios to be very strong and 
incremental leveraging to be slow and prudent. The proposed funding structure 
for the AIF will ensure this criteria is strictly applied. 

o Rating agencies will also assess both abundance of capital and future capital 
flexibility in view of the institution’s growth prospects. 

 
14. Administration skills. Agencies will also assess the experience and track record of key 
personnel on both quantitative and qualitative factors to gauge the execution capability. This will 
be adequately addressed given ADB is proposed to administer the AIF. 
 
15. Assessment of financial projections 

(i) Rating agencies will likely consider the granular and long-term forecasts (5 
years) for quantitative assessment. 
 

(ii) Agencies will also evaluate the progress on the benchmark to find out the 
digression from the projected path. 

 
 
 
  



Table 2: Explanation of Major Credit Rating Agencies Rating 
 

S&P Fitch Moody's Explanation

AAA AAA Aaa
The best quality borrowers, reliable and 

stable

AA AA Aa1, Aa2, Aa3 Quality borrowers, a bit higher risk than AAA

A A A1, A2, A3 Economic situation can affect finance

BBB BBB Baa1, Baa2, Baa3
Medium class borrowers, which are 

satisfactory at the moment

BB BB Ba1, Ba2, Ba3 More prone to changes in the economy

B B B1, B2, B3 Financial situation varies noticeably

CCC CCC Caa1, Caa2, Caa3

currently vulnerable and dependent on 

favorable econmic conditions to meet its 

commitments

CC CC Ca Highly vulnerable, very speculative bonds

C C C

Highly vulnerable, perhaps in bankruptcy or 

in arrears but still continuing to pay out on 

obligations

CI - - Past due on interest

R - -
Under regulatory supervision due to its 

financial situation

SD - -
Has selectively defaulted on some 

obligations

D D -

Has defaulted on obligations and S&P 

believes that it will generally default on most 

or all obligations

NR NR NR Not rated

Investment Grade

Non-Investment Grade

 
Source: ADB Staff’s Compilation of Various Sources.  

 
 




